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Tap into
premium
prices

Don’t try to compete
with 99p pints
at Wetherpoon’s
because you can’t

While JD Wetherspoon has sold 99p
pints, Marco Pierre White proclaimed that
hand-pulled ale should be £5. So how
much should we charge for cask ale?
Phil Mellows weighs up the options
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Highclere, Berkshire, hit the headlines by declaring that cask ale
should be sold at £5 a pint.
In fact, the Yew Tree has shied
away not just from the £5 pint, but
from the £4 pint. Its range of five
hand-pulled beers are all priced at
£3.95. But that still puts it at the cutting edge.
“Our thinking is that the pricing
should tally with the fact that
we’re selling craft products from
artisanal producers,” explains manager Ian Fitzgerald.
“When Marco said pints of beer
should be £5 he did the trade a service, I think, by highlighting the
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or 50 years now lager has
ridden its reputation for
being a foreign, exotic
brew that can command a
price premium over
domestic, dull bitter — even though
most lager is mass produced over
here, has a relatively narrow flavour
profile and is cheaper to make than
an ale.
Thanks to the renaissance of cask
beer, though, the discrepancy is
beginning to be challenged.
About this time last year the celebrity chef Marco Pierre White, preparing to open his pub-cum-restaurantcum-hotel the Yew Tree Inn at

Not just a pretty pint
Beer is no longer “just a beer”. At
least not at the Draft House in
Clapham, the first of a new
concept in pubs and the
brainchild of entrepreneur
Charlie McVeigh.
Seventeen fonts and handpumps on the bar tell you
instantly what the Draft House is
about, and the wide and
imaginative choice of beers
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the number of fonts and
hand-pumps on the bar
at Clapham’s Draft House
4 March 2010

mean the prices are above the
average.
There’s an ale here that’s £4.20 a
pint. Yet the Harviestoun Bitter &
Twisted is not cask, it’s keg. And
while it acts as a bridge for drinkers
making the journey between lager
and cask ale, when they arrive
those drinkers pay only £3.20 a
pint for the standard Wandle Ale
from local brewer Sambrooks, or
£3.40 for a premium alternative.
“There is a perception that cask
should be cheaper, and we have to
watch how others are pricing,” says
McVeigh.
That’s a reality almost every
licensee has to accept. Everything
else about the Draft House
suggests that might change,
though. The concept cuts against
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What the experts have to say

the prevailing mood in the
industry, explains McVeigh.
“There’s a pressure on
licensees to make the numbers,
so they go for the lowest
common denominators, the
global brands. That means
there’s an opportunity for us to
do something more interesting
with our national drink. We want
to do for beer what’s been done
for food and wine over the past
10 to 20 years.
“Ultimately the hope is that
‘Draft House’ becomes a byword
for a good, interesting pint. We
offer an aspirational experience.
The environment has to be right,
and people accept that the Draft
House is a little more expensive
because of that.”
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Edward Theakston is drinks
quality manager at S&N Pub
Company
“There are a lot of pubs missing
an opportunity when they set
prices. When you see people
selling cask ale very cheaply,
below the price of keg ale and
lager, you have to ask why.
“Historically, keg was at a
premium because of its greater
consistency, reliability and the
marketing behind it. Now I would
argue the converse is applicable.
Cask beer takes time and
understanding to look after, so it
should be at a premium. And
there’s more wastage.
“Take an 11-gallon container.
How many pints are you going to
get out of it? If it’s keg it’ll be 88,
and you base the price of each
pint on that. But if it’s a cask you
can’t expect to get 100% out of it.
That means a 10p to 15p-a-pint
price difference in favour of cask.
“Most licensees should start by
thinking in terms of putting their
core cask ales, the sessionable
beers of 3.6% ABV to 4% ABV, in
line with, or slightly above, keg
beers of similar strength. Then
you can charge a further
premium for your guest beers,
which you’re taking a risk with.
“But licensees are coming
under pressure from large chains
that are able to sell cask beer
cheaply and they can’t compete
against that. They need to
understand what makes them
different to a high-street bar, the
community offering and so on.
“You can’t fix it overnight. But
you can fix it over time.
“People don’t go into a pub
and ask the price of a pint of
Guinness. They know they’re
going to pay a premium. If you’ve
got a good selection of beer
people aren’t going to worry
about the price. They are
becoming more aware that a
good pint of cask ale is worth
paying a premium for.
“We’re definitely seeing that in
S&N where our licensees have
taken the opportunity to regain
margins lost in the past. And
despite the recession, cask beer
is in growth for us.”
Jason Pearce trains licensees
on Punch Taverns’ Profit
Through Beer programme
“Cask is often under-priced as it’s

seen as an add-on to the rest of
the drinks offer. The key is for
licensees to accept that it’s not
‘just cask’, but a good product
that’s a core part of their offer.
“If your keg beers are £2.95 a
pint, there’s not reason why cask
shouldn’t go at £3 or £3.05. But
that will only happen where
licensees believe in their beer.
“The better the quality of the
beer and the better the
knowledge of the licensee, the
less price is a concern for
customers. Once you become
excited about cask that passes to
the customers, who are then
willing to pay for better quality.
“In a lot of pubs licensees
worry they only have three days
to sell a cask so they panic-price
to shift it. We try to train them in
quality so they gain the
confidence that their beer will
sell without that.
“Good clean beer in a good
clean pub with great staff should
always sell.”
David Queen, the former
Brakspear managing director,
now runs his own consultancy,
Consultinn, providing advice
to pub and bar operators
“Cask beer is a crafted, individual
product while lager is
pasteurised, keg, mass produced
by robots. Yet lager has
remained more expensive.
“Consumer perception is
changing, though. There is a
renaissance in bitter and a lot of
new products out there. It will
take a long time to get cask beer
to a premium price, but it’s
started and that’s positive.
“Licensees should aim to offer
quality and variety, and charge a
premium price for it — even if
you’ve only got the volume to
offer that variety at weekends.
“It’s about knowing your
customer, what they want and
what they’ll pay for. Don’t try to
compete with 99p pints at
Wetherspoon’s because you
can’t. Gastropubs can get away
with a £4 pint because their
customers drink less and will pay
a premium price.
“Make use of the guest-ale
element in your portfolio. If you
offer something different you
can charge more for it and
people will accept it. Then you
can start to move your prices up.”
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question [of pricing levels]. Is a real
ale any different to a fine wine?
“We are different to the average
pub, of course. We are an inn and a
restaurant, and we don’t sell draught
lager, so there’s nothing to compare
prices with. But we do have locals
drinking at the bar.
“It’s in our whole approach. Our à
la carte menu is headed by beer, we
have a good offering, it’s well kept,
and the breadth of choice in our five
ales is unusual.
“We’re not in a price-conscious
market, so perhaps it would be
imprudent for other pubs to do what
we do — but they shouldn’t be afraid
of price either.”
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hile some operators are nudging
up against the £4
pint, JD Wetherspoon is selling
similar stuff for 99p. It’s a muddle,
and it’s confusing for customers
and licensees alike.
So what should pubs be
charging?
Paul Halsey, managing director of
microbrewer Purity Brewing, has
been at the forefront of revolutionising the image of cask and believes
licensees should be moving the
price point up.
“There is an issue with pubs selling
cask beer too cheap,” he says.
“It’s made with natural, local ingredients, and the brewing process is
expensive, too. Our beers command
a premium price, but low prices are
confusing the category. It’s damag4 March 2010

Beer writer Pete Brown: complained
about the price of a pint of Fuller’s IPA

I’m fine with
charging £4-plus
for a pint, but
it has to be the
absolute bollocks

ing. It’s saying cask beer is cheap.
“I’m fine with charging £4-plus for
a pint, but it has to be the absolute
bollocks. I went to a celebrity chef’s
pub and they were charging those
sort of prices and the beer was
disgusting.
“It comes back to quality and dispense. The pint has to be second to
none. And if there’s a theatre of
dispense, if it’s in a branded glass, I
don’t think customers would have a
problem paying for that.”
One pub customer who did have a
problem recently was Beer Writer of
the Year Pete Brown, who complained to Twitter followers, in an
apologetic way, about paying £4.65
for a pint of Fuller’s IPA and a bag
of crisps.
“That must have been an expensive packet of crisps,” says an unfazed
John Roberts, managing director of
Fuller’s Beer Company. “Our beer is
£3.30 a pint max.
“Cask pricing is a difficult one. If
you came down from Mars and saw
cask ale standing next to a bland
commodity product you’d think it
would be priced at a premium. And
for any other market that’s true. But
not for ale.
“Although in the off-trade you do
find London Pride at a premium to
lagers, and that’s correct.
“On-trade pricing, though, is a legacy from the 1960s. You had bitter
and mild at 3.2% or 3.5% ABV and it
was a commodity. Then along came
Skol and Black Label and they were
exotic and at a premium to indigenous ales.

“In 10 years I wouldn’t be surprised
if that has changed round. In the end
the consumer will be the judge. It’s
the whole pub experience they’re
paying for, and licensees should
include that experience in a premium price.
“But cask-ale drinkers are savvy
about prices. They’ll pay more for a
specialist guest beer, but there’s a
threshold. For the Campaign for Real
Ale, low pricing is a pillar of policy,
and one can understand that. So it’s
a tricky one.”

Y

ou
might
assume
CAMRA wants beer to be
as cheap as possible. But
it’s more subtle than that
for research and information manager Iain Loe.
“My feeling is that if real ale makes
up the bulk of a pub’s turnover you
should be looking to a middle-range
price, which can be £3 or so here in
St Albans, or £2.20 somewhere like
Nottingham.
“But if it’s a small part of the
offering, you can price it higher, at
the same level as other drinks. It’s
when those barriers are reached,
whether it’s £3 or £4, that people
might say ‘no’.
“Real-ale drinkers appreciate a
licensee has to charge enough to
make a profit, but they are sensitive
to price. They want value for money,
and they’ll seek it out, so licensees
have to tread carefully.”
Joining in Cask Ale Week
– over page
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Marco Pierre White: said cask beer
should be priced at £5 a pint
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